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As the World watched events unfold in Afghanistan, it certainly felt like the
curtain was falling on the once ‘’unipolar’’ Power. The Optics spoke its own
narrative and until the surreal Biden Press conference, the US was strangely
absent and frankly wrong footed. The newly minted Taliban 2.0 had obviously
been coached at great expense but the bottom line is this was one ignominious
US Exit. After two decades of US occupation, the Taliban [ [who] are
predominately Deobandi, not Wahhabi @aaolomi] stormed the Country in two
weeks flat. There is simply no come-back from that. The Taliban moved at viral
and exponential speed.

The Biden Presser
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was a ‘’Wizard of Oz’’ moment
the point when the curtain was lifted in the Wizard of Oz and the Wizard
revealed to be ‘’an ordinary conman from Omaha who has been using elaborate
magic tricks and props to make himself seem “great and powerful”’

The always belligerent Editor-in-chief of the Global Times | 环球时报总编辑
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Hu Xijin 胡锡进 @HuXijin_GT immediately connected the Exit from
Afghanistan to Taiwan.

Hu Xijin 胡锡进
@HuXijin_GT
·
Aug 16
After the fall of the Kabul regime, the Taiwan authorities must be
trembling. Don’t look forward to the US to protect them. Taipei officials
need to quietly mail-order a Five-Star Red Flag from the Chinese
mainland. It will be useful one day when they surrender to the PLA.
The Global Times weighed in as well

What we have watched is the shearing of US’ special status. It’s a
geopolitical ‘’Tipping Point’’ moment.

Hong Kong was surrendered a while back
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Joshua Wong told German Media “Hongkong ist das neue Berlin”
http://bit.ly/2VlypvG

The absolutely abject and pathetic response to COVID-19 foretold what is
happening now. It is clear that COVID-19 was a Virus manufactured in Wuhan
and once released by ‘’accident’’ or design was deliberately propagated worldwide.
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The Fact that it is still being debated informs us that the Game is Up.
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Of course, Afghanistan remains a ‘’Ball of fire’’ and chucking the Ball to others
to catch is not a Bad Call all things considered.
“The two nations represent systems of governance that are diametrically
opposed,” George Soros wrote last week, in a Wall Street Journal op-ed.
“Relations between China and the U.S. are rapidly deteriorating and may
lead to war.”
Xi Jinping is on a winning streak ever since he started salami slicing his then
adversary President Obama. It is inevitable he will roll the dice on Taiwan and
imminently.

Europe is triangulated and sidelined more concerned about how many
Volkswagens they can sell and so is Wall Street in point of fact.
There is a fluidity at the Apex of World Power and this brings friction, increases
risk and creates ‘’Geopolitical’’ Tail Risks across the spectrum.
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Lets turn briefly to COVID-19 because I sense an Inflexion Point

#COVID19 cases exponentially growing 0.32% per day with avg 654,706 daily
new cases up 6.9% past 2wks. @jmlukens

9,803 avg deaths per day (1.52% daily mortality rate) up 5.3% past 2wks with
4,399,380 total deaths growing on average 0.22% per day
I think the Spread improvement [Cases versus Deaths] has run its course.
As to the goal of reaching herd immunity—vaccinating so many people that the
virus simply has nowhere to go
“With the emergence of Delta, I realized that it’s just impossible to reach that,”
says Müge Çevik, an infectious disease specialist at the University of St.
Andrews. Via @ScienceMagazine @kakape
https://j.mp/3B0k6zU
But Holmes was startled. “This virus has gone up three notches in effectively a
year and that, I think, was the biggest surprise to me”
The 1918–19 influenza pandemic also appears to have caused more serious
illness as time went on, says Lone Simonsen, an epidemiologist at Roskilde
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University who studies past pandemics. “Our data from Denmark suggests it
was six times deadlier in the second wave.”
“Many still see Alpha and Delta as being as bad as things are ever going to get,”
he says. “It would be wise to consider them as steps on a possible trajectory that
may challenge our public health response further.”
Some dangerous variants may only be possible if the virus hits on a very rare,
winning combination of mutations, Eugene Koonin told me. “But with all these
millions of infected people, it may very well find that combination.” @kakape
https://twitter.com/kakape/status/1428503430256021505?s=20
We have now crossed peak Vaccine Euphoria
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The Markets

In one of his books Nassim Nicholas Taleb @nntaleb described his Trading
Strategy as one which lost money 364 days of the year but made more than on
one day than was lost in those preceding 364 days. He makes the point that Few
People or Trading Desks have the mental stamina to last those 364 days for that
extreme one day pay out.

I think we have reached this point now where we are picking up nickels
and dimes in front of an oncoming Train.

Paul Tudor-Jones
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"I love trading macro. If trading is like chess, then macro is like 3D chess.
You never have a complete information set or information edge the way
analysts can have when trading individual securities." Paul Tudor
Jones @NeckarValue
"When it comes to macro, you cannot rely solely on fundamentals; you have to
be a tape reader, something of a lost art form''
''While I spend a significant amount of my time on analytics and fundamental
information, at the end of the day, I am a slave to the tape and proud of it."
While I'm a staunch advocate of higher education, there is no training –
classroom or otherwise.. that can prepare for trading the last third of a
move, whether it's the end of a bull market or the end of a bear market.
There's typically no logic to it; irrationality reigns supreme, and no class
can teach what to do during that brief, volatile reign.

"This is the BIGGEST bubble I have seen in my career."— Stanley
Druckenmiller @TihoBrkan
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"As a macro investor, my job for 30 years was to anticipate changes in the
economic trends that were not expected by others - and therefore not yet
reflected in securities prices". Stanley Druckenmiller
http://bit.ly/2M1fCRp

I think we are the Cusp of the Moment

The Music has been playing for Eternity and its about to stop

tabla wizard, Aref Durvesh @thenitinsawhney
https://twitter.com/thenitinsawhney/status/1392335511889580033?s=20
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Mr. @coloradotravis sees a 2008 timeline
The wave appears to be aligning itself with seasonality, which means we are
coming closer and closer to the in-year 2008 timeline (though still slightly
ahead). @coloradotravis
https://twitter.com/coloradotravis/status/1428491452703666178?s=20
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As I said on the 19-JUL-2021 :: However, there are many discordant notes.
https://j.mp/3Bk45Gj

The global recovery among 'advanced' countries seems to be in perilous shape.
@Mayhem4Markets
https://twitter.com/Mayhem4Markets/status/1428935344813219842?s=20
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Brent's down 7 days straight, its worst streak since early
2018. @PaulWallace123
https://twitter.com/PaulWallace123/status/1429375111317032961?s=20

As I said on the 19-JUL-2021 :: However, there are many discordant notes.
https://j.mp/3Bk45Gj
Asian stocks are tanking @CryptoWhale
https://twitter.com/CryptoWhale/status/1429057464461299712?s=20
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On 09-MAY-2021 :: The Lotos-eaters However, I am resetting my target Yield
to 1.25% now.
https://bit.ly/3bcXcec
Conclusions
I believe we are now headed to < than 0.5% $TNX H/T
@EventHorizon618
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Bonds, beautiful as ever. Gettin' ready to drop it like it's
dubstep. @coloradotravis
https://twitter.com/coloradotravis/status/1428491486589456384?s=20

19-JUL-2021 :: limit long the US Ultra Bond because I recall Japan and the
words of that iconic Eagles song ''Hotel California''
https://bit.ly/3Bk45Gj
Mirrors On The Ceiling The Pink champagne on ice
And we become Japan: a nation pushing on strings, to no
avail. @coloradotravis
https://twitter.com/coloradotravis/status/1420610063287283720?s=20
And the more of it we do, the less potent our monetary creating
abilities. Velocity falls.
This is why bonds are an amazing trade here. @coloradotravis
https://twitter.com/coloradotravis/status/1422315357079969793?s=20
It's because of the dual nature of 1) pinning the front end, and 2) the cash deluge
creating *downward* pressure on front end rates were the pin to be
released. @coloradotravis
https://twitter.com/coloradotravis/status/1422315358820593666?s=20
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Either they continue the pinning, or they don't. If they pull the pin (highly
unlikely), the curve collapses.
And if they don't pull the pin, the resulting stability of the carry trade along the
curve incrementally flattens the curve as idle cash seeks the freely available
carry from buying and holding longer durations to (well... more like toward)
maturity. @coloradotravis
https://twitter.com/coloradotravis/status/1422315360510898205?s=20

Therefore, I am clearing the decks and just holding

$TNX 20%
Ultras (#UB_F) 50%
$NFLX 10%
Short ZAR 10%
Cash 10%
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Finally I want to show you why Frontier markets are all about Politics
.@HHichilema Zambia
https://twitter.com/HHichilema/status/1426910339338313738?s=20

The benchmark 2024 securities rebounded from around 42 cents, climbing to
more than 75 cents this week after Hakainde Hichilema’s victory in the
presidential election on Aug. 12.
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Compared to Ethiopia where Addis could be Kabul 2.0

Now that would have been a great Pairs Trade.
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